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ABSTRACT

1.

During the last years, researchers explored the geographic
and environmental factors that a↵ect happiness. More recently, location-sharing services provided by the social media has given an unprecedented access to geo-located data
for studying the interplay between these factors on a much
bigger scale. Do location-sharing services help in turn at
distinguishing emotions in places within a city? Which aspects contribute better at understanding happier places?
To answer these questions, we use data from Foursquare
location-sharing service to identify areas within a major US
metropolitan area with many check-ins, i.e., areas that people like to use. We then use data from the Twitter microblogging platform to analyze the properties of these areas. Specifically, we have extracted a large corpus of geotagged messages, called tweets, from a major metropolitan
area and linked them US Census data through their locations. This allows us to measure the sentiment expressed in
tweets that are posted from a specific area, and also use that
area’s demographic properties in analysis. Our results reveal that areas with many check-ins are di↵erent from other
areas within the metropolitan region. In particular, these
areas have happier tweets, which also encourage people living in it or from other areas to commute longer distances
to these places. These findings shed light on the influence
certain places play within a city regarding people’s emotions
and mobility, which in turn can be used for city planners for
designing happier and more equitable cities.

Along the years, psychologists and economists designed
surveys to quantify an individual’s subjective level of happiness, subjective well-being, or satisfaction with life, which
then allowed them to study how responses to survey questions are related to socioeconomic and demographic factors.
More recently, researchers explored the geographic and environmental factors that a↵ect happiness. They found that
proximity to amenities, such as the coast or major routes of
transportation, lead to higher levels of subjective well-being,
while proximity to a landfill negatively a↵ects well-being [1].
Such findings o↵er guidelines for city planners and policy
makers for designing urban areas that promote happiness
and maximize equity in the distribution of resources.
The rise of social media — and location-sharing services in
particular — has given researchers an unprecedented access
to geo-located data for studying the interplay between geography and happiness on a much bigger scale and more precise
temporal and geographical resolutions. Despite these advantages, social media data sources su↵er from self-selection and
demographic biases [33], and thus provide an alternative approach to survey data rather than a strict improvement. It
is in the combination of di↵erent methodologies that we can
derive new knowledge, rather than by using each separately
and arguing about which one is best.
The availability of text on social media platforms also enabled researchers to analyze the sentiment of the messages
and the emotional state of individuals posting them. Sentiment analysis has received much attention from the research
community [20], since it allows people to monitor sentiment
on a global scale [16] — an impossible task if one had to rely
on surveys to measure people’s emotional states [27]. For
example, Kramer [21] built a sentiment score for Facebook
status updates and found that it correlates well with the
self-reported satisfaction with life at the national (macro)
level. Eagle et al. [8] showed that the subjective well-being
of communities strongly correlates with network diversity,
where members of well-o↵ communities have diverse networks while members of economically and socially disadvantaged communities have insular social relations. Alshamsi
et al. [3] studied the e↵ectiveness of social media in mapping happiness at finer spatial resolution and found that
happy areas tend to interact with other happy areas (i.e.,
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INTRODUCTION

homophily), although they did not use other urban indicators such as demographics or mobility [5, 24].
Do location-sharing services help us at distinguishing emotions in places within a city? Which aspects contribute better at understanding happier places? Aiming at answer these
questions and using previous methods [18, 23, 27, 28, 34], in
this paper we combined social media data from Twitter and
Foursquare, with demographic data from the US Census to
carry out a deeper fine-grained analysis of geography and
emotion within a city. Specifically, we used the Foursquare
location-sharing service (the so-called “check-ins”) to identify areas within a major US metropolitan area. These are
the places with amenities, such as parks, restaurants, public
transportation, and gyms. We then analyzed properties of
these places by looking at geo-tagged messages, or tweets,
coming from those areas, and linked the tweets to US Census tracts through their locations. This allows us to link the
sentiment expressed in tweets that are posted from di↵erent
census tracts with those tracts’ demographic properties.
Our results reveal that areas with more check-ins are different from other areas within the city. In particular, these
areas have happier tweets, which also encourage people living in it or from other areas to commute longer distances
to these places. These findings shed light on the influence
certain places play within a city regarding people’s emotions
and mobility, which in turn can be used by city planners to
design happier and more equitable cities.

2.

nities have diverse networks, while members of economically
and socially disadvantaged communities have insular social
relations. Quercia et al. [28, 34] used the Index of Multiple Deprivation (i.e., qualitative study of deprived areas in
the UK local councils) to compute happiness based on small
areas, providing promising fine-grained, micro-level results.
Alshamsi et al. [3] studied the e↵ectiveness of social media
in mapping happiness with finer spatial resolution and, similar to [27], found that happy areas tend to interact with
other happy areas (i.e., homophily), although other indicators such as demographic data and human mobility were not
used in their research [5, 24].

3.

DATA

We collected a large body of tweets from Los Angeles County
over the course of 4 months, starting in July 2014. First, we
used Twitter’s location search API to collect tweets from
an area that included Los Angeles County. We then used
Twitter4J API to collect all (timeline) tweets from users
who tweeted from within this area during this time period.
A portion of these tweets were geo-tagged, i.e. tweets with
geographic coordinates attached to them. In all, we collected
6M tweets, of which 700K made by 24K distinct users were
geo-tagged.
We localized geo-tagged tweets to tracts from the 2012
US Census1 . A tract is a geographic region defined for the
purpose of taking a census of a population, containing about
4,000 residents on average, and is designed to be relatively
homogeneous with respect to socioeconomic characteristics
of that population. We included only Los Angeles County
tracts in the analysis.
Some Foursquare users link their accounts to Twitter, so
that their check-ins will be visible to their Twitter followers.
Such check-in tweets were automatically generated and had
a specific format, e.g., “I’m at 1K Studios (Burbank, CA)
http : //t.co/3W 5ymDM 5EI”, “I’m at @Specialtys Cafe &
Bakery in Glendale, CA https : //t.co/IeHOY 6Bbbz”, “I’m
at Bossa Nova Brazilian Cuisine - @bossanovaeats (West
Hollywood, CA) http : //t.co/pGHsM V GE3v”. We created parsers to extract the location and venue from these
tweets. In all, we extracted 5,863 check-ins from 687 tracts
around Los Angeles County. The Los Angeles tract map
in Figure 1 are coloured by the number of check-ins within
their boundaries, showing that just a fraction of the collected
data is geo-tagged.

RELATED WORKS

Research works reported [6, 24] that Foursquare users usually check-in at venues they perceived as more interesting
and express actions similar to other social media, such as
Facebook and Twitter. Foursquare check-ins are, in many
cases, biased: while some users provide important feedback
by checking-in at venues and share their engagement, others
subvert the rules by deliberately creating unofficial duplicate and nonexistent venues [7]. The high availability of
Foursquare and Twitter data transmitted from mobile devices has also been subject to human mobility research [9].
More specifically, some researchers used Radius of Gyration
(rg ) [18] to characterize and quantify human mobility. For
example, Noulas et al. [24] applied rg to conduct a large-scale
study of user behaviour and Foursquare check-ins with 700K
users spanning a period of more than 100 days. The study
revealed users’ temporal and mobility patterns (the majority
of users moved between 1 and 10 km and expended 100 and
2000 minutes to do so) in urban locations. Usually, human
mobility is measured at the individual’s level of granularity,
disclosing the users’ profile as well as their personal mobility patterns, which potentially discloses information that the
user may prefer to keep private [3].
Mitchell et al. [23] generated taxonomies of US states and
cities based on their similarities in word use and estimates
the happiness levels of these states and cities. Then, the
authors correlated highly-resolved demographic characteristics with happiness levels and connected word choice and
message length with urban characteristics such as education
levels and obesity rates, showing that social media may potentially be used to estimate real-time levels and changes
in population-scale measures, such as obesity rates. Eagle
et al. [8] built communication networks from phone records
across the entire United Kingdom, cross-referenced it with
Census data, and showed that members of well-o↵ commu-

4.

METHODS

The field of sentiment analysis [26] aims at developing
tools that process text to quantify subjective states, including opinions and emotions. Two recent independent surveys evaluated di↵erent sentiment analysis tools in various
social media [17] and in a benchmark of datasets from Twitter [2]. Across social media, one of the best performing tools
is SentiStrength [31], which also was shown to be the best
unsupervised tool for tweets in various contexts [2]. SentiStrength quantifies the emotions expressed in text by applying a lexicon and taking into account intensifiers, negations, misspellings, idioms, and emoticons. We apply the
standard English version of SentiStrength to each tweet in
our dataset, quantifying Positive and Negative sentiment in
1
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American Fact Finder (http://factfinder.census.gov)

sures both how frequently and how far a user moves. A low
rg indicates a user who travels mainly locally (with tweets
mainly concentrated in a small geographic area), while a
high radius of gyration indicates a user whose tweets are
spread far apart spatially. The rg for a user is defined as
[18]:
v
u
n
u1 X
rg = t
(ri rcm )2
(1)
n i=1
where n is the number of geo-tagged tweets posted by that
user, and (ri
rcm ) is the distance between a particular
tweet ri and the user’s center of mass rcm . The latter is
simply the average location of all tweets. In this paper, we
apply the rg to quantify a Twitter user’s mobility.
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5.

RESULTS

The emotions expressed in tweets posted from di↵erent
places around Los Angeles County is first analysed. We find
that geo-tagged tweets related to areas with many check-ins
have happier emotions, and are likely to have higher mobility. We also extend our analysis to explore how demographic
factors contribute to these observations.

40 KM

Figure 1: Los Angeles Census tract map. Tracts are colored by the number of Foursquare check-ins within them.

Sentiment analysis
a way that is consistent with the Positive and Negative Affect Schedule (PANAS) in psychology [36]. Beyond its accuracy, SentiStrength has been shown to perform very closely
to human raters in validity tests [31] and has been applied
to measure emotions in product reviews [15], online chatrooms [12], Yahoo answers [22], and Youtube comments [14].
Research in psychology shows that emotional experiences
contain components in more than two dimensions [11], calling for extended analysis that includes multidimensional aspects of emotions. When measured through text, emotional
meanings can be quantified through the application of the
semantic di↵erential [25], a dimensional approach that quantifies emotional meaning in terms of Valence, Arousal, and
Dominance [30]. The dimension of Valence quantifies the
level of pleasure expressed by a word, Arousal measures the
level of activity induced by the emotions associated with
a word, and Dominance quantifies the level of subjective
power experienced during an emotion. The state of the art
in the quantification of these three dimensions is the lexicon
of Warriner, Kuperman, and Brysbaert (WKB) [35], which
includes scores in the three dimensions for almost 14,000 English lemmas. To quantify the Valence, Arousal, and Dominance expressed in a tweet, we lemmatize its content and
apply the lexicon to compute mean values of the three dimensions as in [19]. Thanks to the size of the lexicon, we find
emotional terms in 82.39% of the tweets in our dataset, producing a multidimensional measure of emotion aggregates
as expressed through tweets.
Mobility patterns are well-correlated with demographics
and individual’s socioeconomic status [5]. Studies of human mobility usually focus on either the small scale (e.g.,
travel modes of individuals’ daily commutes) or the large
scale (e.g., air-travel patterns to track the spread of epidemics over time). Some researchers adapted concepts from
physics, such as the radius of gyration (rg ), to characterize
human mobility [18]. The rg is the standard deviation of
distances between the user’s locations (given by geo-tagged
tweets) and the center of mass of those locations, and mea-

We use WKB and SentiStrength scores, described in Section 4, to measure the emotional content of geo-tagged tweets
from the Los Angeles tracts. Similarly to [13], we set the
score scale for Valence, Arousal and Dominance ranging
from 1 (low) to 9 (high) with 5 being the neutral score, and
the scale for Positive and Negative ranging from 1 (low) to
5 (high). The mean of the scores is calculated for each tract
and is in turn organized into groups of check-ins within a
certain empirical threshold. The mean of each group is calculated and results are compared across groups.
The Figure 2 depicts the mean of sentiment scores with a
95% confidence interval and is organized in three groups: the
original 1718 tracts with geo-tagged tweets as “check ins >
0”, 687 tracts (approximately 40% of the original tracts)
as “check
ins > 1”, and 162 tracts (9%) as “check
ins > 3”. Due to the lack of sufficient data for thresholds
above check ins > 3, the following analysis is restricted to
these three groups. Results show that Valence, Arousal and
Dominance WBK, as well as Positive SentiStrength show
higher mean sentiment scores in groups containing more
geo-tagged tweets with check-ins. Regarding the Negative
SentiStrength, the more geo-tagged tweets with check-ins a
group has the less negative written messages are. It is likely
that people tweeting from these tracts express happier and
less negative emotions due to their moment of experience,
e.g., having a nice leisure time by the beach.
Are these check-in groups di↵erent indeed from each other
in terms of mean scores? To answer this question, and since
the distribution shapes are non-Gaussian, we further compute the Wilcoxon signed-rank test — a non-parametric statistical hypothesis test used when comparing two related
samples. For this purpose, we include in each group the
standard deviation of each mean sentiment score. Then,
we test the null hypothesis that no di↵erence exists when
comparing mean emotion scores across groups. The test is
performed two-by-two and in acceding order, so that we test
the groups check ins > 0 and check ins > 1, and the
groups check ins > 1 and check ins > 3.
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Figure 3: Word cloud of tweets from a single tract from
(a) All LA Tracts and from (b) Tracts with >3 Check-ins.
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Figure 2: Means and 95% confidence interval from emotion
scores into group of tracts containing check-ins — WBK
lexicon (top) and SentiStrength (botton). Higher means of
emotion scores of geo-tagged tweets are related to groups
containing more quantity of check-ins (plotted in green and
blue).

Figure 4: Distribution of user mobility by di↵erent groups
of tracts. We measure mobility in a tract as average radius
of gyration (in meters) of users tweeting from that tract.

where rg i is the radius of gyration of the ith of N users who
tweet from that tract. This allows us to compare the human
mobility of tracts with check-ins.
The Figure 4 plots the means and standard deviations
(right tail) of Rg for the three groups of tracts containing
check-ins, and the Table 1 complement these informations
with the significance test between them. Based on the results, we reject the null hypothesis and conclude that the
means of these distributions are significantly di↵erent from
each other (p < 0.001 for all pairwise comparisons). We
conclude that people tweeting from tracts with more checkins travel farther, on average, than other people in our data
set. Two distinct mechanisms could explain this di↵erence.
First, people may need to travel longer distances to go to
the places with more popular amenities. This would suggest
that amenities that people want to use are not located equitably, forcing people to travel greater distances to use them.
Alternately, however, residents of tracts with more popular
amenities could have higher mobility in general (perhaps,
they can better a↵ord to travel).

The results described in the Table 1 provide strong evidences that the mean sentiment scores between groups are
di↵erent. For instance, check ins > 0 has lower Valence
mean score compared to check ins > 1 at a high significance level (p < 0.001), leading us to reject the null hypothesis that Valence scores are similar — and that groups
containing more tweets with check-ins have happier texts.
Why are tweets from tracts with many check-ins more
emotional? To get insight, we look at the words that are
commonly used in these tweets. Figure 3 shows the world
cloud of tweets from a single tract without check-ins and one
tract that has many check-ins. The latter tract has words
like “beach” and “playa” (Spanish for “beach”), in addition
to “paseo” and “esplanade”, which suggest pleasant places
to stroll. While tweets from the first tract have “Shrine
Auditorium”, which is a popular venue for concerts, they
have fewer words associated with pleasant experiences, such
as going to the beach, or strolling with friends. Though
deeper analysis is required, these results suggest again that
place with check-ins o↵er pleasant amenities, such as the
beach, that attract people to those areas.

Demographics
We further examine whether di↵erences between the three
groups could be explained by demographics of their residents. For this analysis, we used three demographic variables widely related in the literature [3, 8, 10, 23] and available in the US Census per tract: age, ethnicity, and education. These variables are then linked to our results in human
mobility and sentiment analysis.
We find that age by groups of tracts containing check-ins
vary from 36 (check ins > 0) to 38 years old (check ins >
3). Ages are normally distributed and their di↵erences seems
small, but statistical inferences to test whether means of
these distributions are the similar reveal the opposite (p <
0.001). In other words, these results show that residents

Human mobility
Inspired by works in urban mobility [5, 18] as detailed in
Section 4, we compute the “radius of gyration” (rg ) that
represents the average distance between the user’s locations
and the tract’s center of mass. We aggregate these values to
quantify tract mobility as the “average radius of gyration”’
(Rg ) of all users tweeting from that tract:
Rg =

(b)

N
1 X
rg
N i=1 i
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Table 1: Sentiment scores and mobility distance means organized by groups of check-ins. The first column represents the
groups of tracts based on empirical check-in thresholds, and the respective quantity of tracts for each group in described in
the second column. The subsequent columns relate the means, standard deviations and significance levels of Valence, Arousal
and Dominance (WBK’s lexicon), as well as of Positive and Negative (SentiStrength) sentiment scores for the given set of
observed tracts. The last column presents the mean mobility distance (Rg ) for each group.
Check-ins
>0
>1
>3

# Tracts
1718
687
162

WKB Lexicon
Valence
Arousal
Dominance
4.776(0.361)***
3.493(0.236)***
4.632(0.335)***
4.869(0.351)***
3.534(0.224)***
4.712(0.321)***
4.989(0.292)***
3.589(0.179)**
4.814(0.259)***
not significant (ns), P>0.10, + P<0.10, ⇤ P<0.05,

in locations with more check-ins tend to be slightly older
indeed.
Los Angeles attracts many Hispanic groups due to its
strategic position and border, which makes this city an interesting case study. For this reason, we decided to test two
di↵erent ethnicities available at the US Census: Hispanic
and Non-Hispanic tracts. Inferential tests show at a high
significance level (p < 0.001) that tracts with more checkins have high Non-Hispanic population and low Hispanic
population, suggesting that attractive amenities are located
in places where fewer Hispanics live.
The last demographic measure we use is education, given
by percentage of residents in a tract who have received bachelor’s degree from a college or university, a master’s, professional, or doctorate degrees. For each group, the percentage
of educated people is : check ins > 0 19%, check ins > 1
24%, and check ins > 3 30%. The inference testing results
show at a high significant level (p < 0.001) that di↵erences
in education exist between the three groups. Then, places
containing geo-tagged tweets with more check-ins have indeed more educated residents.

6.

SentiStrength
Positive
Negative
1.587(0.089)**
1.410(0.075)***
1.597(0.080)**
1.392(0.073)***
1.603(0.072)ns
1.367(0.064)***
⇤⇤
P<0.01, ⇤⇤⇤ P<0.001

Rg
—
191,9(311,1)***
241,2(345,0)***
298,5(420,8)***

other concern is that Foursquare users are di↵erent, perhaps
they are younger and better educated, so using them to select “attractive” tracts may skew the data. Further work
is required to address these questions. However, even with
these caveats, social media o↵ers an intriguing data source
for monitoring happiness in urban areas and exploring the
questions of how happiness is connected to land use, which
can in turn be used for city planners to design happier and
more equitable cities

7.
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